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Trend in risk level (RNNP)

The RNNP survey represent the most important foundation for common understanding of reality and for communication concerning trends in risk level in the petroleum activity.

PSA present the results for us every year.

Fellesforbundet follow it up hand in hand with the industri.

The Norwegian model.
Safety forum and discussions

No activity can be conducted without risk, but this risk can be managed.

Our job as union is to help ensure that petroleum operations are pursued in an integrated, managed and acceptable manner.

We are stakeholders in tripartite groups who are working to inform about and avoid hazardous trends in RNNP.

Example is noise, chemical expose, risk groups and common standard lifeboats.
Late life installations.

The RNNP study occupies an important place in the industry by contributing to a unified understanding of trends in risk level among companies, employees and government.

We have significant reduced hydrocarbon leaks from 2003 to 2016 based on the data from RNNP and reports from our members.

New project in 2017 lead by norwegian oil and gas with participation of unions to reduce further more gas leaks.

The vision is 0 HC leaks.
Work for safety together (SFS)

Information and discussion regarding the practical use of the HSE regulations.

Best recommendations based on consensus.

Recommendations are followed by the industri.

Animation films based on real incidents, also in English.
Visit installations
Our concerns.

There is now a strong focus on cost reductions in the industry.

Give us challenges in 2 parts work in companies.

Ageing installations, reduction in maintenance.

Artic waters, long distances, cold climates.

The player landscape is also changing, as more and more new players are being approved for activities on the Norwegian Continental Shelf.
Projects in 2018

More activity this year will be based on RNLP 2017 and questionnaire survey.

The questionnaire survey is every second year, last in 2015.

On going project on safety in Tripartite workgroup:

- Digitalization
- Working environment risks
- Night work
- Learning after incident/accident
We will continue to support work on and continued development of Trend in risk level survey in Norwegian Continental shelf and petroleum plants on land.
...takk for oppmerksomheten!
..thank you for your attention!